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Eigenstates of fully many-body localized (FMBL) systems are described by quasilocal operators τ zi (l-bits),
which are conserved exactly under Hamiltonian time evolution. The algebra of the operators τ zi and τ xi associated
with l-bits (τ i) completely defines the eigenstates and the matrix elements of local operators between eigenstates
at all energies. We develop a nonperturbative construction of the full set of l-bit algebras in the many-body
localized phase for the canonical model of MBL. Our algorithm to construct the Pauli algebra of l-bits combines
exact diagonalization and a tensor network algorithm developed for efficient diagonalization of large FMBL
Hamiltonians. The distribution of localization lengths of the l-bits is evaluated in the MBL phase and used to
characterize the MBL-to-thermal transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.184201
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamics of thermalization in closed, interacting quantum
systems is a phenomenon of fundamental importance which
has received considerable attention in the past decade [1]. Al-
though states of matter at thermal equilibrium are widespread,
the phenomenon of MBL has provided a novel paradigm for
the breakdown of thermalization in quantum systems [2–6].
MBL has now been realized in several experiments using cold
atoms and trapped ions and shown to be a robust phase [7,8].
MBL as a quantum phase of matter raises several exciting
possibilities for realizing topological order in excited states
and preserving quantum information [9–11]. Although MBL
has been firmly established in one dimension [12,13], several
questions related to its instability to thermalization at weaker
disorder [14–16] and existence in higher dimensions remain
hotly debated [17–19].
Many-body eigenstates of thermal systems are expo-
nentially complex. On the other hand, for MBL in one-
dimensional models with bounded local Hilbert spaces [20],
an efficient description emerges when the entire spectrum
is localized, due to an extensive set of local conservation
laws given by the operators τ zi , known as l-bits [21–23].
Approximate τ zi operators represent the entire spectrum with
exponential accuracy in terms of the quantum numbers of
these operators, which scale only linearly with the size of the
system. Such a structure of the eigenstates also implies the
existence of quasilocal operators τ xi which produce transitions
between two particular many-body eigenstates. For a spin-1/2
system, the τ zi and τ xi operators satisfy the Pauli spin algebra
where the full many-body Hamiltonian is diagonal in the
τ zi basis, and τ xi operators characterize the matrix elements
between the eigenstates at all energies. Therefore, l-bits are
analogous of bare spins, yet describe an interacting system
over a range of parameters.
For finite-size MBL systems the l-bits can be constructed
approximately using local unitary transformations [24–26].
The l-bits constructed in this perturbative manner only com-
mute approximately with the Hamiltonian. The methods
accessing the exact τ zi operators by studying the infinite time
limit are not able to construct the algebra of the l-bit operators
[27]. In this article we develop a nonperturbative construction
of the set of τ zi and τ xi operators representing the l-bits
in the MBL phase using a combination of tensor network
methods [28–31] and exact diagonalization. In contrast to
prior work, the l-bit algebras that we construct are exact and
exponentially localized [24–26], i.e., the commutator of the
set l-bit operators τ zi with the Hamiltonian is strictly zero. Our
construction of l-bits allows us to study the behavior of the
conserved quantities over a range of disorder strengths, even
in the vicinity of the MBL-to-thermal transition.
By performing a finite-size scaling collapse of the l-bit
localization length, the critical disorder strength and the cor-
relation length exponent are extracted. For finite-size systems,
the divergence of the localization length is cut off by the
system size. The finite-size scaling function also provides an
estimate of the crossover scale between the thermal and the
quantum critical regimes. We characterize the distribution of
localization lengths of the l-bits as a function of disorder.
In the localized phase, the distribution has exponential tails
which shows that the l-bits with large localization lengths are
rare. On approaching the transition into the thermal phase,
the distribution becomes heavy tailed with significant weight
at localization lengths comparable to the system size. The
heavy tails can be fitted to a power law. Due to finite-size
effects, an exponential fit is also feasible. Thus, the l-bits
with large localization lengths are no longer rare and can be
destabilized by local perturbations which produce long-range
resonances [12,13].
II. MODEL AND l-BIT PHENOMENOLOGY
We work with the one-dimensional XXZ spin chain in a
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where Si = 12σ i and each hi is drawn randomly from a
uniform distribution [−h, h]. The phase diagram of this
model is well studied using exact diagonalization and has a
phase transition from the thermal into the FMBL phase at
hc ≈ 3.5 [4,32].
The set of Pauli operators {σ i} define the physical bits
(“p-bit” operators) which act on a local two-dimensional
Hilbert space. At disorder strengths much larger than hc,
due to MBL of the full spectrum, the p-bits can be unitarily
transformed into localized bits (“l-bit” operators). Each l-
bit operator τ i is derived from the corresponding p-bit on
site i, and has weights which decay exponentially with the
distance from site i. The hallmark of the l-bits is the exact
commutativity of all τ zi with the Hamiltonian for a finite-
size system. These operators are constructed according to
τ zi = Uσzi U †, where U is an operator that diagonalizes the
Hamiltonian and preserves the local structure. Matrices which
diagonalize the Hamiltonian are nonunique. For example, the
columns of any matrix diagonalizing the Hamiltonian can be
permuted to form another matrix which also diagonalizes the
Hamiltonian, yet these permutations affect the the locality of
the τ zi operators. Therefore, not simply any choice of matrix
U diagonalizing the Hamiltonian will successfully construct
the most local set of τ zi .
III. CONSTRUCTION OF EXACT l-BIT ALGEBRAS
Due to the emergent integrability in the MBL phase, each
eigenstate can be labeled by the set of eigenvalues li = ±1 of
{τ zi }. An eigenstate |α〉 comes with its corresponding ordered
string of {lαi }, of length n that are either +1 or −1. We define
the j partner of an eigenstate to be the eigenstate obtained
by flipping the j th l-bit. We assign the j partner of |α〉 as
|βj,α〉 and they are said to be paired on site j . The structure of
the partnering of eigenstates may not be unique and provides
a representation of the l-bit operators, which are constructed















In this construction, τ xi plays the role of a bit flip operator,
similar to the σxi Pauli matrix. For example, τ x2 will flip
the eigenstate {+ + + · · · } to {+ − + · · · }. The network of
allowed partner eigenstates are tightly constrained by the
algebraic structure of the τ xi operators.
The action of the l-bit operators τ zi and τ xi on the eigen-
states is simple. When τ zi acts on an eigenstate |α〉, the
eigenstate is returned with a sign ±1 to match lαi . There are no
off-diagonal matrix elements in the eigenstate basis. When τ xi
acts on an eigenstate, it produces a transition to an eigenstate
with the l-bit eigenvalue on site i being flipped. In this sense,
the l-bits can be thought of as “dressed” p-bits and are related
to them by a sequence of local unitary transformations, with
weight exponentially decaying with distance from the l-bit’s
localization center.
In order to construct l-bit operators as described in
Eqs. (2)–(4), we must find an eigenstate pairing structure (or a
configuration of j partners) that creates quasilocal operators.
The tensor network approach developed in [28] provides
an efficient method to approximate the unitary U which
transforms the Hamiltonian into a predominantly diagonal
basis for an MBL system. The tensor network approximation
encodes an l-bit structure for all approximate eigenstates. By
matching exact eigenstates to these approximate ones, we
can find a pairing scheme that produces quasilocal operators
that exactly commute with the Hamiltonian. We begin by
describing the tensor network algorithm and go on to describe
the process of matching exact eigenstates to the approximate
tensor network ones.
The tensor network approach described in Ref. [28] pro-
vides an efficient approximation of all eigenstates of MBL
systems. This method employs a two-layer ansatz compris-
ing local unitary rotations to transform trivial spin states to
approximate MBL eigenstates. When stitched together, these
layers of local unitary rotations create a unitary matrix that ap-
proximately diagonalizes the Hamiltonian of the system. This
algorithm produces operators with limited support on the lat-
tice; an l-bit operator produced by these methods has nontriv-
ial support on a finite region and acts trivially everywhere else.
However, it produces rotations that preserve local structure,
so it determines an l-bit algebra over approximate eigenstates
which can be used to construct exact l-bit operators.
Our goal is to craft |α〉, |βi,α〉 pairings using the ap-
proximations given by the tensor network approach. The
tensor network approximation yields a unitary matrix whose
columns are approximate eigenstates |a〉 of the Hamiltonian.
However, this unitary matrix does not exactly diagonalize the
Hamiltonian. The columns of this unitary matrix encode a
pairing structure on the approximate eigenstates, which we
label |a〉, |bi,a〉. This built-in pairing structure is given by the
l-bit indices {li} determined by the indexing of the unitary
matrix. To impose this pairing structure on the exact eigen-
states of a system, we attempt to find a one-to-one mapping
that matches approximate eigenstates to exact eigenstates. A
proper mapping will produce l-bit operators with quasilocal
action and exact commutation with the Hamiltonian.
The purpose of this mapping procedure, which we call
matching, is to assign each exact eigenstate a place in the
l-bit spin structure. If an exact eigenstate |α〉 is matched to an
approximate eigenstate |a〉, with l-bit assignment {+ − + +
−+} for example, then the exact eigenstate is assigned the
same l-bit label.
Matching approximate and exact eigenstates entails two
parts: first finding approximate eigenstates and exact eigen-
states with an inner product close to 1, and second matching
the remaining eigenstates using an algorithm described below
and in Fig. 1. Oftentimes, especially deep in the localized
phase, many pairings are obvious as overlap between ap-
proximate eigenstates and exact eigenstates is high. In these
cases, one can simply carry out the first part of the matching
algorithm by finding the best matched approximate eigenstate
for each exact eigenstate using the inner product and pairing
them together. Closer to the phase transition, matchings are
less obvious, requiring the use of the second part of the
algorithm.
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FIG. 1. Figure depicting a matching algorithm between tensor
network approximate states and exact eigenstates. The set of ap-
proximate eigenstates has an existing pseudospin structure. Given a
set of already matched approximate and exact states |ai〉 and |αi〉,
respectively, an approximate eigenstate |b〉 can be matched to an
exact eigenstate |β〉 if the same transformation that exactly takes |b〉
to |ai〉 (solid arrows) roughly takes |αi〉 to |β〉 (dashed arrows). This
procedure takes advantage of the fact that τ xi 2 = 1.
For the first part of the matching process, we match any
eigenstates for which |〈α||a〉| > t , where t is some threshold.
For our calculations, we set t = 0.6. Increasing the threshold
increases computational cost, while decreasing it runs the risk
of making poor assignments. When a match above the thresh-
old is found, we match |a〉 to |α〉 and assign |α〉 the same
l-bit label as |a〉, meaning that lai = lαi and the set {|bi,a〉}
corresponds to the set {|βi,α〉}. As expected, the number of
matches above the threshold increases with increasing disor-
der. In systems with disorder W = 3 and below, a majority of
matches may be below the threshold.
Because some eigenstates cannot be matched above this
threshold, we utilize the second part of the matching process,
using the already-matched states to inform the new matches.
Consider {|λk〉} the set of exact eigenstates matched to a tensor
network approximate eigenstate {|lk〉} (|λ1〉 matches |l1〉 and
so on). There is left a set of unmatched exact states {|μ〉} and
unmatched tensor network states {|m〉}.
We can now use the pairing structure on approximate
eigenstates to inform new matches. An unmatched approxi-
mate eigenstate |m〉 has a set of j partners in {|lk〉} which
each have matches in {|λm〉}. Conveniently, the approximate
τ xi operators produced from the tensor network algorithm give
us the transformations from |m〉 to its j partners in the already
matched set {|lj,m〉}. If the same transformations roughly take
the exact eigenstate matches of {|lj,m〉}, labeled {|λj,m〉}, to
an unmatched exact eigenstate |μ〉, then we match |μ〉 and
|m〉. To make assignments iteratively, we find these new
matches one at a time by scanning over {|μ〉} and {|m〉} to find
the eigenstates from each eigenstate that maximally fit this
pattern. Once a match is made, it can be used to inform new
matches in new iterations. Figure 1 illustrates this relation.





|〈λi,m|τ x,TNi |μ〉|2, (5)
where τ x,TNi is the l-bit operator yielded from the tensor
network approximation, s(m) is the set of sites j where the
j partner of |m〉 is in {|lk〉}, and |λi,m〉 is the exact eigenstate
matched to the i partner of |m〉.
After finding the maximizing values of |μ〉 and |m〉 for
Eq. (5), we match these two states, add them to the set of
matched states, and iterate until all matches have been made.
At larger system sizes and for lower disorder strengths, the
number of unmatched states can make this process compu-
tationally expensive. As such, making more than one assign-
ment on each iteration expedites the process.
After a complete set of pairings is made, operators are
constructed as described in Eqs. (2)–(4).
The phase of the eigenstates produced by exact diagonal-
ization presents another consideration. The eigenstates pro-
duced by exact diagonalization are allowed an arbitrary scalar
phase. Because our Hamiltonian is real and can therefore be
diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix, MATLAB produces
eigenstates with arbitrary sign. However, the sign of the
eigenstates affects the calculation of τ xi and τ
y
i as shown in
Eqs. (2) and (3), requiring us to choose the “correct” sign in
order to construct l-bit operators. Note that the calculation of
τ zi as shown in Eq. (4) is unaffected by the sign.
To choose the sign of an eigenstate after the matching
process is completed, we use the following algorithm: For
an eigenstate and its i partner |α〉 and |βi,α〉, we take ˆO =
Tr
¯i[|α〉〈βi,α| + |βi,α〉〈α|], where Tr¯i is a partial trace over
all sites except for i. If ˆO resembles σx , the signs of both
eigenstates remain unchanged. If ˆO resembles −σx , then the
sign of |βi,α〉 is flipped. The sign of |βi,α〉 is then set and the
process is repeated until all eigenstates have been assigned a
sign. After this process is completed ˆO should resemble σx for
any pair |α〉 and |βi,α〉. However the assignment of sign could
not be carried out generically for all pairs. Although this does
not change the algebraic properties of the operators, it does
effect their localization lengths.
In order to characterize the localization properties of our
exact l-bit operators, we propose a measure of localization
length of an operator. Any operator ˆO can generally be written
in the form ˆO = ∑γ∈{0,x,y,z} Aγ¯i ⊗ σ
γ
i , for any site i. Here σ 0
is the identity operator and the matrices Aγ
¯i
act on all sites that
are not i.







= 0. Thus, a scalar value for the weight of an operator at






2]. For a maximally local
operator located on site i, wj = 0 for all j = i. We define

















For a quasilocal operator, the weight of an operator cen-
tered on site i should decay as e−|i−j |/ξz . In fact, Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. Weight functions wi (τz ) [see Eq. (6)] showing exponen-
tial decay with position for three τz operators. Operators shown are
for a single disorder realization at h = 8.
shows the exponential decay of three τ z operators for a single
disorder realization at h = 8 for system size L = 12.
A best fit curve is calculated on the weight function of
the operator from the peak weight to the furthest edge. The
process is explicitly carried out by taking a linear fit on the
natural logarithm of the weight at each site minus the weight
at the boundary.
Exponential decays are robust for a wide range of dis-
order strengths. Deep in the localized phase at h = 10 for
L = 14, the linear fits have an average R2 = 0.85. Moving
into the thermal phase, the average R2 remains relatively
high, indicating that some operators retain exponential decay
characteristics. At h = 6, the average R2 = 0.84. At h = 4,
the average R2 = 0.86. At h = 1, the average R2 = 0.80.
This algorithm finds highly localized operators that com-
mute with the Hamiltonian and with one another, but not
necessarily the most local ones.
l-bit operator localization lengths can be expected to be-
have qualitatively as single-particle eigenstate Anderson lo-
calization lengths, whose behavior has been extensively stud-















where the values hi are once again independently drawn from
a uniform distribution [−W,W ].
A comparison between l-bit localization lengths con-
structed on MBL systems and single particle localization
lengths is shown in Fig. 3. In general, the localization lengths
for single-particle systems are lower, though both obey a
power-law relationship with disorder. The mean single par-
ticle localization length roughly follows the form ξ ∝ (h −
hoffset )−0.57, where hoffset is some adjustment to the disorder
strength due to finite-size effects; Anderson localization is
known to exist for infinitesimal disorder in one dimension.
FIG. 3. Plot of mean localization length (ξ z) of τ zi operators
and mean localization length of single-particle Anderson localized
eigenstates, both for system sizes L = 14. Error bars indicate the
standard deviation of the distribution of localization lengths.
The form of the MBL localization length relationship with
disorder strength h is discussed further in the next section.
IV. DISTRIBUTION OF LOCALIZATION LENGTHS AND
MBL TRANSITION
A. Mean localization lengths
A rigorous proof of the existence of l-bit operators for
MBL is valid only deep in the localized phase [12,13]. A
systematic construction procedure of exact l-bits provides a
tool to study their statistical properties close to the MBL
transition For instance, how do the statistics of the localization
length of the operators vary in vicinity of the transition? Deep
in the MBL phase, the exponential rarity of l-bits with large
localization lengths is crucial for their stability to perturba-
tions on the Hamiltonian. On approaching the transition, the
increased likelihood of l-bits with large localization lengths
may render these operators unstable raising the possibility
of alternative effective description of localization near the
transition [17]. The method developed here allows us to probe
the properties of the length scale of l-bit operators which are
always exactly conserved by construction.
Using approximately 130 realizations for each disorder
strength at four different system sizes (L = 8, 10, 12, 14), we
find a systematic increase in the average localization length
of the τ zi operators with decreasing h. Deep in the localized
phase (h ∼ 8) the localization length is of the order of, or even
less than, a single lattice spacing. For systems of size L = 14,
at h = 5 the average localization length ¯ξz = 1.71 and well
into the MBL phase ¯ξz = 0.60 at h = 15. As the Hamiltonian
approaches the transition into the thermal phase at lower
disorder strengths, the average localization length of the τ zi
operator increases for all system sizes, as indicated in Fig. 4.
We conducted a scaling collapse for the function
ξz/ξ z(hcrit ) = F [L1/ν (h − hcrit )], shown in Fig. 4. Optimal
values for the fit are found at hcrit = 3.5 and 1/ν = 0.9
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FIG. 4. Plot of mean localization length (ξ z) of τ zi operators for
different system sizes (L) and disorders (h). Error bars indicate the
standard deviation of the distribution of localization lengths for each
length and disorder. In the inset, a scaling collapse with ν = 1.1 and
hcrit = 3.5 is presented. Those values were obtained by optimizing a
polynomial fit on ξ z/ξ z(hcrit ).
according to a least-square fit. Furthermore, the function F is
shown to be of the form F (x) ∝ (x + x∞)−α , where x∞ = 48
and α = 0.55. The scaling collapse of the mean and typical
localization lengths are similar without significant variation
in parameters. The correlation length exponent ν is smaller
than the finite-size scaling bounds on ν provided by the Harris
criterion for the MBL transition [33], much like other exact
diagonalization studies. The scaling function gives an insight
into the thermal to quantum critical crossover regime. The fact
that there are l-bits with localization length ξz  L around
the critical disorder strength suggests that the system is in
the crossover regime for these system sizes. The form of the
scaling function F (x) provides a relationship between system
size and crossover disorder strength hcross(L), which describes
the regime at which the l-bit localization length diverges. This
is shown in the schematic phase diagram Fig. 5 which is
consistent with the picture of the transition given in [16]. The
scaling collapse gives an estimate of this crossover scale on
the thermal side of the transition,
hcross(L) = 3.5 − 48
L0.9
. (8)
The crossover between the critical and MBL regimes, which
is expected in equilibrium second order transition, is not
visible in this quantity. A study of the l-bits with large lo-
calization lengths near the transition can contain information
of the resonant cluster responsible for the entire crossover
regime as seen in phenomenological renormalization group
studies [14,15].
B. Distribution of localization lengths
The full distribution of localization lengths P (ξz) sheds
further light on the fate of the exact l-bits. The histograms
of the localization lengths for two representative disorder
FIG. 5. A schematic diagram showing the phases of the random
field Heisenberg spin chain and the quantum critical crossover
regime as a function of disorder h and inverse system size L. The
bold dashed line represents the crossover scale (hcross) between the
thermal and the quantum critical regime. The region where h is close
to zero is purposely obscured; at low disorder, integrability effects
are likely to be relevant. For the system sizes we have access to, the
average localization still remains much smaller than L which is an
indication that we are in the quantum critical regime.
strengths at system size L = 14 are shown in Fig. 6. The
distribution of localization lengths changes qualitatively with
disorder strength. As shown in Fig. 6(b), at h = 10 the peak
of the distribution is below ξz = 1 with the majority of op-
erators being localized within a single lattice spacing. The
tails of the distribution show that operators with larger local-
ization lengths are exponentially rare, P (ξz) ∼ exp(−ξz/).
Hence, these operators are stable to local perturbations in the
Hamiltonian. The fitted value is  = 0.32 for h = 10.
On reducing the disorder strength to h = 4, the peak of
the distribution shifts to ξz > 1. As the system approaches
the critical point, a large fraction of operators have ξz > 1
and the tail of the distribution can be fitted to an exponential
decay P (ξz) ∼ exp(−ξz/) or a power law P (ξz) ∼ ξ−ηz
equally well, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Although there continue
to exist operators with ξz ≈ 1, a large part of the weight of
the distribution moves to larger ξz. This shows that the l-bit
operators with large localization length are more probable
close to the transition in comparison to the l-bits at large
disorder. Interestingly, on reducing the disorder below the
critical disorder strength hcrit, we find operators with ξz ≈ 1
for our finite size systems. Although they form a small fraction
of the distribution, it suggests that even in the “thermal” phase
close to the transition there are local operators which commute
exactly with the Hamiltonian. The presence of such operators
is in striking contrast to the traditional understanding of non-
integrable models. (Although there are now studies of edge
mode operators with very long lifetimes even in models with
broken integrability [34].) It will be interesting to study the
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FIG. 6. Histograms of localization lengths of τ zi at system size
L = 14. The decay of the tail of each histogram is shown as a dashed
line. An exponential decay fit, P (ξz ) ∝ e−ξz/ was performed on
each graph from the peak of the distribution to the edge. Weaker
disorder systems, here h = 4, fit to exponential decay models with
decay coefficient  = 0.70 and error R2 = 0.98 and to a power
law [P (ξz ) ∝ ξ−ηz ] with decay coefficient η = 6.5 and error R2 =
0.97, equally well. Stronger disorder systems, here h = 10, fit most
strongly to exponential decay models with decay coefficient  =
0.32 and error R2 = 0.98.
role of these operators in the slow dynamics observed in the
thermal regime close to the transition [35].
V. CONCLUSION
In this article we presented a technique to construct the
exact l-bit operators comprising the quasilocal τ zi opera-
tors which commute with the Hamiltonian. We did so by
implementing the pairing structure on approximate eigen-
states produced using the tensor network method from [28].
We constructed l-bit operators by matching the approximate
eigenstates to the exact eigenstates. We found that the l-bit
operators exhibit weight functions wi [see Eq. (6)] that decay
exponentially away from their localization centers.
Mean localization length of τ zi operators increases from
less than a lattice spacing at large disorder to a fraction
of the system size close to the transition. This increase is
consistent with a power-law divergence at h ≈ 3.5 which is
close to other exact diagonalization studies. A scaling collapse
of the average localization length using a power law yields an
exponent α ≈ 0.55 and correlation length exponent ν = 1.1.
We find further that the distribution of localization length ξz
changes qualitatively as a function of disorder strength. At
disorder strength close to the phase transition, the distribution
of localization lengths shows a peak with tails which can
be fitted to a power law, where the exponent of the power
changes continuously with disorder (exponential fits are also
reasonable). At higher disorder strengths, the peak of the
distribution shifts to lower values with exponentially decaying
tails.
Our results have several important implications for the
MBL transition into the thermal phase. The power-law dis-
tribution of the length scales is consistent with the strong-
disorder renormalization group studies of the MBL tran-
sition in coarse-grained phenomenological models [14,15].
For finite-size systems, our treatment provides the crossover
scale between thermal and the quantum critical regimes for a
microscopic model [16]. The spatial structure of the operators
with large localization lengths can be used to detect the
backbone resonant structure which is expected to lead to
thermalization. If the power-law distribution of localization
lengths was to survive in the thermodynamic limit, it would
suggest an intermediate phase with coexisting localized and
delocalized operators. It would be interesting to search for
an effective description of such a phase and its relationship
to l∗-bit phenomenology [17]. An interesting observation is
the existence of local operators below the critical disorder
strength of hcrit ≈ 3.5, such as h = 3. This suggests that the
quantum critical regime may be dominated by fluctuations
which appear localized.
Note added. Recently, we became aware of the independent
similar work presented in Refs. [36,37].
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